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Dynamic Battle Plan Identifies Enemy Tactics and Equips Believers to Live Victoriously Jesus made it clear that the devil has
come to steal, kill, and destroy. Hell is ready to unleash fury against every follower of Jesus. Yet many believers live in denial,
letting the enemy steal their blessings, destroy their relationship with Jesus, and kill their hope. But no more. It's time to put the
enemy on notice! With passion and insight gained from years on the frontlines of spiritual warfare, John Ramirez equips you with
the biblical weapons and practical strategies you need to battle the enemy successfully, including how to · discern and shut down
the enemy's tactics and next moves · fight with your God-given authority · break free from destructive patterns and replace them
with godly ones · fortify your mind and heart against attacks · take back what the devil has stolen · grow in wisdom and maturity in
Christ · and more! Here is everything you need to become armed and dangerous against every adversary that threatens your
relationship and growth with Jesus. Through the power of the Holy Spirit you can destroy the power of the enemy and protect all
that God has given you. It's time to push back the gates of hell, advance the Kingdom, and live the life God designed you for.
In Dressed To Kill, Rick explains with exacting detail the purpose and function of each piece of Roman armor. In the process, he
describes the significance of our spiritual armor not only to withstand the onslaughts of the enemy and but also to overturn the
tendencies of the carnal mind. Furthermore, Rick delivers a clear, scriptural presentation on the biblical definition of spiritual
warfare what it is and what it is not. He stresses, Your unbroken, ongoing fellowship with God is your absolute guarantee that you
are constantly and habitually dressed in the whole armor of God. When you walk with God in deliberate, continual fellowship, He
will enrobe you with Himself. Armed with the knowledge of who you are in Him, you will be dressed and dangerous to the works of
darkness, unflinching in the face of conflict, and fully equipped to take the offensive and gain mastery over any opposition from
your spiritual foe. You don t have to accept defeat anymore once you are Dressed To Kill!
Does it seem as though your prayers aren't being answered? Even after praying fervently, do you feel that God isn't listening, that
God isn't speaking or acting? Most of us have felt this way. Are there tools and strategies we can implement to break through the
barriers? Keying in on two vital areas of spiritual warfare--restoration and retribution--apostle and speaker Venner J. Alston reveals
strategies for engaging heaven with the expectation of answers to your prayers. You will learn how to recognize the demonic
structures operating against you and understand the biblical response necessary for answers to be manifested. Prayer is a
fundamental aspect of Christian living and imperative for spiritual warfare. Learn the principles for receiving justice for what has
been lost, taken, or delayed by the kingdom of darkness. Spiritual weapons are available for you to overthrow every assignment of
hell that comes against you. Take up your arms and fight back!
101 Weapons of Spiritual Warfare Never in the history of the world has there been an era of war, both physical and spiritual, like
this era. This is a tougher era of warfare.More people are under bondage now, more than in any other period of human history.
There are cases of deep bondage, uncommon attacks against the family and horrendous occurrences in the lives of individuals.
The devil has wreaked a lot of havoc upon humanity. The bible has described in vivid terms that God is aware of the high spate of
demonic hostilities. Hence the Holy Spirit has released the prophetic revelations in this book in order to place us in good stead for
a unique role in this end times. This manual is the first of its kind. This is the apex of deliverance. We are the threshold of a revival
of spiritual warfare. The sweeping and the far reaching effect shall be best described as awesome!
A fierce war rages for your soul. Are you ready for battle? Like it or not, you are at war. You face a powerful enemy out to destroy
you. You live on the battlefield, so you can’t escape the conflict. It’s a spiritual war with crucial consequences in your everyday life
and its outcome will determine your eternal destiny. You must engage the Enemy. And as you fight, you need a Manual for
Spiritual Warfare. This guide for spiritual warriors will help you recognize, resist, and overcome the Devil’s attacks. Part One,
“Preparing for Battle,” answers these critical questions: • Who is Satan, and what powers does he have? • What are his typical
strategies? • Who fights him alongside us in battle? • What spiritual weapons and armor do we possess? • How do we keep the
Enemy out of our camp? Part Two, “Aids in Battle,” provides you these essential resources: • Teaching about spiritual warfare
from Scripture and Church documents • Scripture verses for battle • Wisdom and inspiration from saints who fought Satan •
Prayers for protection, deliverance, and victory • Rosary meditations, hymns, and other devotions for spiritual combat St. Paul
urges us to “fight the good fight of the faith” (1 Tim 6:12). Take this Manual for Spiritual Warfare with you into battle. The beautiful
Premium UltraSoft gift edition features sewn binding, ribbon marker and silver edges.
The Battle Is Ours! “Our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers
of this dark world” (Eph. 6:12 NIV). For generations when Christians have engaged in spiritual warfare, most of the time they have
focused on “satan” as the main opponent. However, C. Peter Wagner has gathered together a number of ministers who teach
from personal experience that the “principalities and powers” are more than just satan—there is an entire hierarchy of demons in
this world. Often, missionaries and ministers are finding that they have far more success in an area when they first go to war in the
spirit and in prayer against the evil power that rules a certain region. C. Peter Wagner has compiled this book of many voices,
speaking from Scripture and personal experience, teaching the reality of territorial spirits and the necessity of waging targeted,
powerful warfare against them in order to reach the souls these evil powers have held captive for too long. You will learn:· There is
an entire hierarchy of demons in this world, many with specific geographic territories.· Once a territorial spirit’s power is broken,
ministry in that area can be far more effective.· How to go to war against evil spirits to break their power over the people of a
region. Christians must take to heart what the Bible teaches about spiritual warfare.Arm yourself with this book!
God and His angels are fighting a fierce war for your soul. Are you ready to join the battle? Whether you like it or not, you're
involved in a spiritual war. Satan and his demons are powerful enemies out to destroy you, to ruin your life and ultimately to deny
you an eternal life in heaven. You already live on the battlefield, so you can't escape the conflict. If you are to win this war, you
must engage the enemy. And as you fight, you need guidance in how to conduct spiritual warfare and learn how to fight like a
spiritual Bruce Lee. Spiritual Kung Fu will help you recognize, resist and overcome the attacks of Satan and his demons. The first
part of the book answers these questions: Who or what is the spirit of materialism, and what powers does it have? What is the
spiritual reality and how do we deepen our faith? How do we move beyond materialism? What is the true source of
consciousness? What evidence do we have for the soul? What is the nature of the Holy Trinity? How do we understand spirituality
through our triune God? What are the typical strategies of Satan and his demons? Who fights alongside us in spiritual battle? Who
was the Virgin Mary and how does she help us in battle? What is the significance of Mary in our salvation? What spiritual weapons
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and armor do we possess? In the second part of the book you meet the mighty angels sent by God to enlighten and guide us,
protect us from harm, and lead us to eternal life. We learn that angels are invisibly present throughout our life, and that they can
pray with you and for you, amplifying your prayers by reflecting them directly to God face-to-face. By praying with the angels, you
will be strengthened for what lies ahead, better able to persevere and do the Lord's will. The second part of the book contains
essential information on: The Angels The Angelic Nature and its Operation Sons of God and Sons of Perdition Angels and Their
Names The Nine Choirs of the Angels Proper Names of the Angels Archangel St. Michael The Chaplet of St. Michael Archangel
St. Gabriel Archangel St. Raphael The Guardian Angels What Guardian Angels Do For Us You'll also learn: Morning Stars of
Creation The Population of the Angelic World What is an Angel? The Angelic Mind and Mode of Expression The Language of
Angels Love and Free Will of the Angels Locomotion and Power of the Angels The Heavenly Hierarchies and the Choirs of Angels
The Fallen Angels Details About the Nine Choirs of Angels The Seraphim The Cherubim The Thrones The Dominations The
Virtues The Powers The Principalities The Archangels The Angels The book ends with a miraculous final chapter that is as
mysterious as Hash Code's identity. It is shown that numbers from Christ's life story can be used to derive the value of a
fundamental physical constant.
Using Scripture to unmask Satan and reveal his battle plans for defeating Christians, author Ray Stedman shows clearly how
Satan daily attacks us. Stedman also offers assurance that, in the strong arms and with the mighty armor of Christ, we can
become more than conquerors. Knowing that the battle is the Lord's, Christians can take their places in history's most amazing
war story--the daily triumph of good over evil.

The world is at war. For many followers of Jesus there is a lot of confusion about spiritual warfare and the spiritual realm
in general from a biblical perspective.The bottom line is there's a fierce war rages for your soul. Are you aware of the
battle?You face a powerful enemy out to destroy you. We live on the battlefield, so you can't escape the conflict. It's a
war with crucial consequences in your everyday life and its outcome will determine your eternal destiny. Don't be caught
in the battle unprepared. Let's learn about our weapons that the Lord has given to every Christian, and be equipped with
the armor of God.
The Armor of God: Your Key to Victory Right now, there is a real spiritual battle going on in the unseen realm. Every
Christian must equip themselves against the forces of darkness. Victory is possible when we use the full armor of God
described in Ephesians 6. In Pastor Phil Hopper’s first book, Defeating the Enemy, he helped identify the devil’s
strategies. Now, in The Weapons of Our Warfare, Pastor Hopper takes readers to the next level of spiritual warfare!
Learn how to: Break free from Satan’s strongholds: learn how to overcome destructive life patterns. Exercise your
Kingdom authority: engage the enemy from a place of victory. Use the full Armor of God: understand the spiritual
significance and practical application of each piece of the armor. Spiritual warfare is a call to arms. Use the Armor of God
to claim your victory and demolish the enemy’s work in your life today!
Are you ready for battle? Whether you realize it or not, you live in the midst of spiritual combat. Your enemy, the devil, is
dangerous, destructive, and determined to keep you from effectively serving God. In order to defend yourself against his
attacks, you need to know how the enemy operates. Through this six-week study you will gain a thorough knowledge of
the enemy’s tactics and schemes. As you discover the truth about Satan—including the limits of his power—you will be
equipped to stand firm against his attacks and to develop a strategy for living daily in victory.
How to Defeat the Enemy During These Dark Days As the time approaches for Jesus' return, the spiritual battle between
good and evil is heating up. Evidence is all around: shootings, genocide, civil wars, increased persecution. Our enemy is
real, and it seems as if he is winning. The good news is that God is at work in powerful ways--and that Satan is not
winning. But we need to know how to wage war against him and his plans for these turbulent days. We must understand
not only the intensified warfare environment of the end times, but how we can walk in our authority in Jesus Christ. Here
are the practical insights you need on how to fight using the spiritual weapons God has given us: the blood of Jesus, the
Word of God, our own testimony, and more. When we learn how to wield these weapons, we will see victory over Satan
and his kingdom and bring hope to these dark days.
Are you aware of the spiritual battle being waged around you today? The truth is that although spiritual warfare is a major
theme in the Bible, many of us gloss over it--or ignore it completely. But 80 percent of the synoptic gospels addresses the
battle with evil spirits, and Jesus and His disciples set a clear example for believers. We cannot afford to practice a
powerless Christianity in a fallen world. In this essential, accessible resource, former evangelical seminary professor and
missionary Charles Kraft helps you find your footing in the spiritual battle. Based on a solid biblical foundation and on
decades of ministry experience, this book will help you: · Differentiate between myths and truths about spiritual warfare ·
Recognize the everyday battles taking place around you · Learn what demons really are and what they actually do ·
Understand the rules for engaging the enemy · Achieve victory in daily battles with the help of the Holy Spirit Don't let
fear keep you from engaging the spiritual forces at work around you. Some problems can't be overcome in any other
way. "This book is a must-read for anyone looking to engage in spiritual warfare." --Larry Richards, author of The Full
Armor of God "Dr. Kraft has removed the veil of mystery that has surrounded deliverance ministry for far too long. With
truth and honesty, he has opened the door to the evangelical community and given us the tools to set the captives
free."--Tim Howard, president and founder, Wellsprings of Freedom International "For more than thirty years now, Dr.
Charles Kraft has been studying and writing about spiritual warfare. In this latest book, Dr. Kraft summarizes his findings
and shares from his years of experience his approach to inner healing and deliverance ministries. This book needs to be
read by every student studying spiritual formation, by every missiologist engaged in missionary activities and by every
pastor and church worker committed to making healthy disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ."--Douglas Hayward,
department chair, Graduate Intercultural Studies, Cook School of Intercultural Studies, Biola University "Personally
awakened to the spiritual nature of our Christian faith, Charles Kraft calls us to wake up as well. This book is a must-read
for any who seek to understand God's work in the world today from the vantage point of an evangelical who daily
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engages in spiritual warfare."--Scott Moreau, professor of intercultural studies, Wheaton College Graduate School "Most
Christians are blind to the spiritual realities around us. This book pulls back the veil into the unseen world, where there is
a battle. This book will quickly become a classic. Charles is steeped in wisdom in the area of spiritual warfare and has
dedicated his life to bringing restoration to the church."--Judith MacNutt, M.A., president and co-founder, Christian
Healing Ministries "Charles Kraft has taken a topic that is still controversial among some in the body of Christ--spiritual
warfare--and boiled it down to something we can all agree on: There is an enemy countering expressions of God's love in
the lives of believers and lost souls alike that we must combat."--Jennifer LeClaire, senior editor at Charisma magazine
and director of Awakening House of Prayer in Fort Lauderdale "Again, Chuck Kraft has reminded us that 'we are at war
with a cruel enemy.' This guide to the warfare reflects Dr. Kraft's passion for God's people to experience the full measure
of the Father's love. His writing is grace-filled, balanced, thoughtful and practical."--John Shultz, Ph.D., president,
Ashland Theogical Seminary
What To Do When All Hell Breaks Loose Let's face it, when the enemy attacks, it can be hard to remember which way is
up. Demonic forces can come in like a flood and disorient your mind. They can drown you in hopelessness. Or you may
be tempted to turn a blind eye to the spirits that intend to kill, steal, and destroy you. But let it be known, the devil still
wreaks havoc on the earth today, and followers of Christ must use Spirit-inspired strategies to drive him out. You need a
battle plan. You need specific tactics for specific skirmishes because whether or not you know it, you are in a war.
Offering both scriptures and prayers, 101 Tactics for Spiritual Warfare will empower you to take on an offensive rather
than a defensive stance against the enemy. This book addresses how to: Deal with demons from your past Break the
stronghold of worry Submit your emotions to the Holy Spirit Take authority over the enemy Jennifer LeClaire offers a
practical battlefield manual that will remind you of the things one often forgets in the face of an enemy onslaught. Find
rest in the midst of spiritual storms, break the power of Satan's devices, and live a life of victory.
If you're tired of feeling beat down and crushed by the devil's schemes in your life, the principles in this book are your
keys to becoming more than a conqueror. Six Pillars From Ephesians book 6.
God’s Chosen: Understanding Spiritual Warfare is a book that inspires, encourages and teaches Christians to effectively
manage warfare and live victoriously for Christ. It offers Christians a fresh look at the basis of putting on God's full armor
and learning to use the means God affords, namely His strength and mighty power. As Believers prepare to fight
triumphantly against evil and wicked forces, we come to an understanding of the challenge, purpose and outcome of
spiritual warfare. Putting on God's armor and standing firm in Him, amply equips us to fight offensively and defensively.
Knowing Jesus fixed the fight in our favor produces confidence to oppose the enemy and remain faithful to God. Through
conscious engagement in this fight we win against all odds. In 2005, during prayer, the Holy Spirit inspired me to write
this book on spiritual warfare. I was going through a precarious time and as usual, I sought God in prayer and study of
the Word. The Holy Spirit led me to Ephesians 6:10-18. As I studied and meditated, God moved me to begin writing on
the subject of warfare. During research and study, I discovered there are not enough books addressing this phase of our
journey. Therefore, I saw the need to press through varied attacks to produce this important work.
The Spiritual Warfare Bible is designed to help you use the Bible to access the power of the Holy Spirit against demonic
strongholds and activity. With engaging study materials from Christian leaders and best-selling authors, this Spiritual Warfare Bible
is perfect for both individual study and small groups. Features include: Spiritual Warfare Declarations--More than 250 onesentence declarations and prayers that affirm your determination to confront Satan with the Holy Spirit’s help Spiritual Warfare
Basics--216 tips for effective spiritual warfare Lessons From God’s Warriors--Character profiles of Old and New Testament people
who were equipped and anointed by the Holy Spirit for engaging the enemy in spiritual warfare Spiritual Warfare
Prayers--Scripture-based prayers on topics you can use when facing your spiritual battles Sharpening Your Sword Interactive
Study Elements--Interactive studies for deeper reflection on what the Word of God says about spiritual warfare Preparing for
Spiritual Warfare Articles--Deeper teaching on spiritual warfare and an article for each book of the Bible that covers a specific
element of spiritual warfare in that book
Provides advice on how to receive help and protection from God in order to become a spiritual warrior and overcome the followers
of Satan currently engaged in warfare against God's followers.
Spiritual Warfare is a powerful subject that is needed in today's world. Prayer is the Christian's link to God, and with it lives are
changed for eternity! Bill Vincent knows the secrets of prayer and that God has established divine principles and promises for our
every need. He reveals powerful principles and shares how God has answered the prayers of men and women since the
beginning of Bible times. He also shows how you can gain freedom over sin, enjoy peace in troubled times, and protect yourself
from Satan. Because God keeps His promises, every Christian can have a prayer life that produces lasting results both personally
and in the kingdom of God. Discover how you, too, can develop essential characteristics required for power-packed prayer! This is
5 powerful books packed into one.
Through the power of the Holy Spirit you have authority over Satan. Keep him out of your life and the lives of those you love. We
are entering a season of greater crisis and evil, and the world needs our help. The devil knows he has a short time left, and he’s
tenaciously discouraging Christians and non-Christians alike. Demonic forces are at work in many lives, filling them with
oppression and depression. Destroy the Works of the Enemy demonstrates that, through the Holy Spirit, you have the authority to
overcome evil, and it shows you how to use that power without fear. This how-to manual for freedom will help anyone struggling
with sickness, worry, fear, or addiction, covering essential spiritual warfare topics such as: How to deal with fear and worry How to
be released from the bonds of sickness How set others free from Satan’s hold How Jesus dealt with demons How to recognize
false and true doctrines How to maintain your freedom
The Armor of God, more than merely a biblical description of the believer's inventory, is an action plan for putting it on and
developing a personalized strategy to secure victory.
It is a desire of every Child of God to reach and fulfill their destiny. I believe with all my heart that it is Gods will for you to make it
into your promised land. The Bible clearly states that what happened to Israel from Egypt, into the wilderness and to the Promised
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Land was all written for us; as an example and a warning for us of whom the end of the age has come. (1 Corinthians 10:6-11),
that we should not lust after evil as they did, neither be idolaters as were some of them, neither let us commit fornication as they
did. Neither let us tempt Christ as some of them also tempted Him and were destroyed by a serpents. When you read the book of
Exodus and the disappointing events that happened to Israel, God is speaking and saying to you and me, take heed and do not
fall into the same trap. Now in this book, I speak about what I call the seven ‘ITES’ before Israel they are basically the seven
mighty nations God allowed to be an obstacle between where Israel was in the wilderness and where they needed to go, which is
Canaan or the promised land. They are the Hittites and the Girgashites and the Amorites and the Canaanites and the Perizzites
and the Hivites and the Jebusites. God clearly states that they are indeed mighty and strong, but Israel needs not to worry She will
utterly destroy them by Gods power....
The modern concept of demons owes many of its key features to the influence in Christian and theological doctrine, which were
heavily influenced by Jewish beliefs through the Old Testament. In Christianity, a demon is not just a malicious spirit, but a spirit of
hell sent to Earth by the Devil to enforce his authority or to carry out his purposes. There are various opinions and definitions for
Spiritual Warfare; however, it can be summed up in the following quote: "Some speak of [Spiritual Warfare as being] the struggle
between good and evil. Others talk of the battle between right and wrong, or between light and darkness. Still others refer to the
conflict between the positive forces which seek to preserve life and order in the universe and the negative forces which tend to
disturb and even destroy life and order, from a biblical perspective, however, this dualism is revealed to be an on-going conflict
waged on two fronts: God and His angelic kingdom confront Satan and his demonic kingdom, while the children of God contend
with the children of Satan." The writings of the Bible invoke images of conflict and spiritual struggle in the life of the Christian. One
of the evocative images that are associated with Spiritual Warfare is found in the New Testament in the Epistle to the Ephesians.
This letter is traditionally ascribed to the authorship of the Apostle Paul. In that letter, Paul gives instruction to his readers on the
spiritual life in the context of conflict. He illustrates his points by apparently alluding to the armor and weapons of a Roman
centurion, though it is notable that Paul's phraseology imitates Isaiah 59:17.
This is a book written to change destiny of people. It is a warfare prayer book that portrays you as a covenant child of God that
must rise and shine. The peculiarity in you to prosper in faith, prosperity and to excel in life is well enshrined in this book. This
book ensures you pray into breakthrough and joy. The book breaks down your anatomy in prayer, build you in Christ and
strengthen your relationship with God. You may be a prayer warrior, praying with this book will add fire to your prayer altar. The
prayer in this book is Holy Spirit vomited that will change your destiny. The prayers are well arranged by the spirit and are biblical.
They go straight to address the battles you face in Christian race and solution to it. At the end, enemies that rise against you shall
surrender. It is by prayer this can be achieved, this is the reason this book is titled, "Prayer that makes enemy surrender" This
book shall establish your relationship with God, cover your nakedness and ensure you recover all you lost to Satan in the past. No
matter how draconian enemies may be, they will lose and be powerless over your situation. The God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
shall arise in gap for you. No power of darkness shall have a say any more in your situation. The battle is half won as you read and
pray with this book. It is time to give thanks to God more than before. You can only do it if your enemies surrender. This is the
book you need most to achieve this. Endeavor you pick this book and sail through the battle of life. Pick it and match on as a
champion.

Power Over the Enemy Dr. Richard Ing shares his extensive worldwide experience with unseen and powerful enemies.
He exposes how to defeat the deceptions used by Satan whose plan is to destroy your spirit, soul and body. He also
shows how to be equipped for spiritual battle and how to: Bring powerful angels to assist you Identify the enemy’s
strategies Break through strongholds Receive divine protection Minister to the oppressed By exercising the authority that
God has given you, you will discover that you have more power than Satan. Then, you can effectively block his evil
attacks and achieve victory.
Who is the one who overcomes the world, but he who believes that Jesus is the Son of God? 1 John 5:5 If you believe in
Jesus and have accepted the life He offers through the cross, then the world and its ways shouldn't be able to drag you
down. But do you still find yourself uncertain how to pray and experience victory? Pastor Tony Evans stands ready to
help you "put on the full armor of God" (Ephesians 6:11). In this collection of spiritual warfare prayers that correspond
with each piece of armor, you'll find hope for your struggles with... fear and anxiety broken relationships financial issues
negative habits and addictions pain and illness Satan's influence is not the final word for those who, through Jesus,
overcome the world. God has given you the resources you need to be victorious—and you can access them now through
prayer!
"The whole armor of God" that worked so effectively for these early believers is the very same set of spiritual armor worn
by the Church of Jesus Christ today. Just as these early Christians were fully equipped with the whole armor of God for
the troubles of their day, we also have the whole armor of God to live victoriously for Jesus Christ during our day. And
this armor still works just as effectively as it did then! Each element of God's spiritual armor - the loin belt of truth, the
breastplate of righteousness, the shoes of peace, the shield of faith, the helmet of salvation, the sword of the Spirit, and
the lance of prayer and supplication - are still vital, effective, and powerful weapons for the Body of Christ today.
A basic training manual for anyone who wants to understand spiritual warfare principles and know how to stand against
satanic attacks, this resource explains that by incorporating demon-defying principles in daily spiritual lives, Christians
can move from bondage into freedom.
Fear is a form of torment the enemy tries to plague people with in order to paralyze them, to steal their purpose and
destiny from God's best. None of us is immune to these attacks. Jesus came to destroy fear and set the captives free.
Speaking as one whom Jesus Christ set free from the devil's grip, John Ramirez, once a satanic high priest, exposes the
tormenting weapons of fear of our number one spiritual enemy, the devil, and equips and arms believers with the
weapons of our warfare that God has given us through his Son, Jesus Christ, to abort the enemy's mission. In this book,
Destroying Fear, you will learn how to get back your peace and purpose and walk fearless into your destiny by
dismantling every stronghold and stopping the enemy's attacks once and for all, for a life of freedom!
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Destroy the Works of the Enemy will liberate those who struggle with oppression and depression. This book will teach
readers how to exercise their authority as Christians over all the works of the enemy.
This is a book written to change destiny of people. It is a warfare prayer book that portrays you as a covenant child of
God that must rise and shine. The peculiarity in you to prosper in faith, prosperity and to excel in life is well enshrined in
this book. This book ensures you pray into breakthrough and joy. The book breaks down your anatomy in prayer, build
you in Christ and strengthen your relationship with God. You may be a prayer warrior, praying with this book will add fire
to your prayer altar. The prayer in this book is Holy Spirit vomited that will change your destiny. The prayers are well
arranged by the spirit and are biblical. They go straight to address the battles you face in Christian race and solution to it.
At the end, enemies that rise against you shall surrender. It is by prayer this can be achieved, this is the reason this book
is titled, “Prayer that makes enemy surrender” This book shall establish your relationship with God, cover your
nakedness and ensure you recover all you lost to Satan in the past. No matter how draconian enemies may be, they will
lose and be powerless over your situation. The God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob shall arise in gap for you. No power of
darkness shall have a say any more in your situation. The battle is half won as you read and pray with this book. It is time
to give thanks to God more than before. You can only do it if your enemies surrender. This is the book you need most to
achieve this. Endeavor you pick this book and sail through the battle of life. Pick it and match on as a champion.
KEYWORDS: prayer devotional book, our daily prayer guide, prayer devotional for women, power of prayer bible study,
prayer types, prayer tim keller, prayer for deliverance from enemies
Followers of Jesus Christ are called to be skilled warriors in the army of God. Yet today, spiritual warfare is seen as
irrelevant and even spooky. Churches do not teach this vital discipline, leaving believers out of position and ill-prepared
to fulfill a significant aspect of their calling. Instead of leading individuals and nations into freedom we are living
powerless, defeated, and unfulfilled lives. Rediscovering Spiritual Warfare: How to Battle and Win Against the Unseen
Enemy was written to revive the art of warring in the spirit. Whether you have minimal experience or are battle-tested,
author Kevin Bailey imparts revelation and practical tools to help launch you into strategic warfare. His insights will inspire
confidence and increase effectiveness as you prepare for spiritual combat and fight until the victory is won. You will learn
how to: Establish a solid foundation Know and use your weapons Configure your weapons Study the enemy Prepare
yourself for battle Decree and pray the Word
Watchman Nee's writings have become well known for their deep spiritual insight among Christians in many nations for many
years. Through these volumes a full understanding of his balanced and proper view concerning the Bible and the spiritual life can
be accurately appreciated. This new compilation and retranslation of Watchman Nee's writings present the reader a fresh and
unedited version of his ministry and promises to shed new light on the reader's understanding of Watchman Nee's ministry.
Beloved, we are in a world of spiritual warfare and our very lives are at war. Are you winning or losing? The truth is that many
people are losing more battles than they are supposed to win. Many losers are enduring it because they don't recognize the
enemy when they see it. Moreover, many people have no idea how to respond. Your antagonist is not the problems you see such
as frustrations, depressions, dysfunctionalities, a broken marriage, addiction, diseases, illness, or financial troubles, just to mention
a few. These are just the symptoms, not your enemies. Your battle is against your true enemies: Satan and his followers (demons,
spirit wives and husbands, perverse spirits, marine spirits, sorcerers, witches, wizards, etc.). Nevertheless, Satan and demons are
not afraid of a mere human like you, so how are you supposed to fight? More importantly, how are you supposed to win? While
society and men of God tell us we can simply react, the truth of the matter is that a common wish, hope, and prayer aren't the best
responses to attack our enemies. You have to be strategic and tactical in your reactions to your enemies. Learning how to fight
biblically and effectively is the key to winning the battle over your enemies. In the Spiritual Battles: How to Win Your Battles Over
Satan and demons, you will discover: The devices or weapons of Satan and demons. Why Satan and Demons hate us. When did
our war begin with Satan? The two most powerful weapons that were used to cast Satan and his angels out of heaven and how
you can also harness their power to win your battle over Satan and demons here on earth in order to be set free. The three levels
of spiritual power and how you can tap into the second or third level for a total victory. The weapons that are capable of destroying
the great leviathan, Satan. You will learn how to use these weapons for your advantage. The efficacy and effectiveness of the
weapons of the Saints and the right way to use them for your victory. Powerful words to battle Satan and all demons to victory.
There is a powerful enemy out there to destroy you. You are on the battlefield, so you can't escape the war. This spiritual war has
crucial consequences in your everyday life and its outcome will depend on whether you win or lose the war. Satan and demons
are not just mere human beings that can be whipped with just a mere cane. To engage Satan and Demons, you need guidelines to
win your battles over them. This book provides the guidelines to win your battles over Satan and demons. This book will prepare
you for the battle. Spiritual Battles are best fought with the right weapons and as a result, courage replaces fear and victory takes
the place of failure. The Holy Scripture says, "Fight the good fight of faith, lay hold on eternal life, whereunto thou art also called,
and hast professed a good profession before many witnesses" (1 Timothy 6:12).
I have been praying about this book for some time and I am so excited to share with you 31 of the most powerful word based
spiritual warfare prayers that will turn your prayer life into a war room. Yes you probably have heard of the word ‘war room’, you
might call it your prayer closet or quite time. Breakthroughs and deliverances take place there, destinies are decided there, that is
one place where you put the devil where he belongs and God gets His glory. It is the duty of every believer to seek God for
themselves. The days where we wait for the pastors or prophets to give us a word from the Lord are gone; the days when we let
the devil ruin our lives because we cannot rebuke him are gone. In this book I will be equipping you with powerful teachings,
scriptures and prophetic messages that you will do daily, as the Lord leads you, this will be your lifestyle from now on. Remember
a prayerful Christian is a powerful Christian. Be inspired; be encouraged the battle is the Lord.
Offers prayer, daily inspiration, and direction from God on engaging in spiritual warfare with evil.
Behind the backdrop of our daily lives, a hidden war is raging. The players are as powerful as they are invisible. What's on the line:
your very heart and soul. Are you ready for the battle? After spending years as a medium, witch and ghost hunter, Kristine
McGuire emerged from behind enemy lines to reclaim her identity in Christ. She brings unique insight, revealing Satan's 7 favorite
battlefields as well as the most effective tactics he employs in the battles we face everyday. In this essential guide to the spiritual
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war zone, you will learn 30 battle-tested strategies for victory from a spiritual warrior who has been there. Kristine's simple but
powerful insights will empower you to engage your enemy without fear . . . and, in the power of Jesus, to win.
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